Baroque Horses
as Trainers
By Baerbel Vollberg. Translated by Ina Gleich and Jesvir Mahil.

From time immemorial there has been a mysterious relationship between horses and mankind. As a
symbol of intelligence, power, beauty and freedom, the horse represents a close connection to human
beings. Horses are able to react to our behaviour and thoughts instantly. As a result we get accurate
feedback from the horse giving us the opportunity to self-reflect. With the ranking order that exists in the
herd, the horse has learned both to lead and to be led. Considering this, we can learn a lot from horses,
especially clarity. If we approach a horse with such clarity, we will earn devotion and respect. This is also
the kind of respect we would like to receive from our boss, partner, friends, and our family. Being great
instructors, horses are able to look behind all our masks. Horses can reflect our inner truth of which
we often aren’t aware of ourselves. Within a short time horses can show us the essential things of life.
Consequently strengths and weaknesses can be realized.
In the mid 1990s, Gerhard and Karin Krebs used these characteristics and
behaviours of our horses to develop a concept for a training programme
where people in leading positions can learn from horses. This concept
rapidly became popular and has been taught worldwide since then.

How it all started…
In 1996, Gerhard and Karin Krebs started to work with their horses in
management seminars, not realising that their concept would be of international interest one day.
“Actually the intention was to have interesting events at the weekend for
our business friends,” says Gerhard Krebs (age-group 1949), a graduate in
political science, literature and languages. He already had experience of
managing IT seminars since 1986. Their trademarked concept is called
HorseDream. In 1996, the G&K HorseDream corporation was founded at
the Lake Constance and moved to the Odenwald a few years later. In
October 2008 Karin and Gerhard Krebs settled down on manor Klein
Nienhagen, situated a few kilometres away from the Baltic Sea beach,
near Kuehlingsborn.

The horses as trainers
The seminar horses are all Friesians except for one Irish Cob. They live in
a herd in an open stall. They have neither been trained for circus lessons
nor have they been educated for equine sports. They are ready for cooperation and open for every participant. These horses are very sensitive.
They are responsive to motivation, praise and trust, but at the same time
they are cautious and careful. In return they expect respect and appreciation from human beings. These horses take away the fear of the unknown
and give safety and self-confidence. Why do the HorseDream horses
behave like that - confidently, straight and consequently – but never acting
out these characteristics against the participants? “They have evolved into
that during many seminars and with each seminar they evolve more and

more,” Gerhard Krebs points out. “It seems as if they are in a different
state when they are in the riding-hall. When they are wearing their coloured halters, which are necessary for participants to differentiate them
more easily in the beginning, they are not like normal horses anymore,
they are mediums. In the moment they leave the riding-hall and go back
on the pasture they return to being normal horses again.”

Leading by experience
When training with a horse at HorseDream, one`s concentration and
consciousness has to be 100%. A horse combines reality and vision in a
unique manner. The concept of the HorseDream training programme tries
to unite both. While the conscious communication of human beings is
demonstrated through speech, animals have an unconscious communication shown in their body language. Experience teaches us an additional
level of communication, a mental level: the high skill of leadership; an
important skill that enables cooperation. To let people first experience this
kind of communication, then to learn it und to train it, the horse is the
trainer at HorseDream seminars. Learning to lead through experience,
not through common theories. Gerhard and Karin Krebs call their one-day
programme “Leadership Live Experience”, in English because they act
internationally and because English is the language of business. Video
recordings are made to help the participants to see themselves from a
different perspective and to experience their own action and the reaction
of the horse for one more time. The concept results in the participants
interacting with the horse and drawing their own conclusions. They only
recognize what they are prepared to be aware of at the current time.
For this purpose Gerhard and Karin Krebs work with three simple explanatory models in their seminars and team trainings.
The first model describes the three essential ways for man to lead a horse:
directly in front of the horse means authoritarian or direct, next to head
or shoulder represents cooperative and being behind the horse signifies
delegating, pushing or supporting. This first leading exercise with the
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horse raises man`s awareness. Next there is an aim to be
achieved and it has to be realized which obstacles have to be
overcome. The horse is guided with driving reins through a
narrow alley-way and has to walk over bars until both reach
the goal. The leader directs the horse by the way he holds the
reins. A real challenge is the next leading exercise. The participant sits on a saddled horse, leading a second horse, which
is in front of the one being ridden.This exercise can only be
managed if the participant is courageous, focused and has a
lot of self-confidence. The desire to succeed in overcoming all
the difficulties is a very important experience in working
life.
The second model is based on the fact that man feels safe and
secure in his comfort zone. “Distance and nearness” as well as
“goal orientation” are practiced with the participants and the
horse. Dominant behaviour is tested. Gerhard Krebs says:
“I can only get respect if I respect others and listen to them.”
And what is the aim? “Someone who does not know exactly
where he wants to go, reveals this unconsciously to his staff,
too. Horses merely reflect this.”

Observing and assessing: who moves others, leads.

Observing and assessing: the cam recorded everything. Now it is time to talk
about the experiences.

Gerhard and Karin Krebs call the third model “Horse and
Personality”. It is based on on a theory of Paul Hunting, an
English trainer. He assumes that man builds two layers
around his self (“I am”). The inner layer contains negative
emotions created by prohibitions, reprehensions, negative
experiences from his socialisation and so on. All this results
in reservations and fear (“I fear I am”).
The outer layer contains manners and behaviours or tools
which are used in communication with human beings. This
ranges from simulated self assurance to arrogance or from
rhetorical tricks to omnipotence (“I pretend I am”).
The assumption is that horses are not impressed by the external layer of man. But the horse also gets through the inner
layer, because fear is one of his main instincts as a prey animal. In building confidence the horse communicates directly
with the “I am”. As a result, man experiences a communication “without mask”. Consecutively each level of the character
model is visible and this ends up in total commonness. The
horse follows man without any accessories, such as a halter or
a rope. This is experiencing pure leadership.

Observing and assessing: body language and mimic art are visible methods of
communication.

Why horses as trainers?
The horse has nothing of servility and nothing of a predator. The horse has the special nature of following instantly if someone proves to be authentic, self-confident
and purposeful. So leadership training with horses is
based on respect, trust and authenticity.
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Observing and assessing: four horses running around in the hall. At this moment
none of the participants can imagine to exercise leadership with these wild giants.
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Face to face with horses: I am the boss, the horses are my team.
It is good to be able to hold onto the flag, which is the leading tool.

Distance and nearness: horses give human beings the opportunity to
experience nearness in a new way.

Horse assisted leadership
training
HorseDream is the pioneer for management training based on
horses and has existed for 14 years now. Worldwide there are
about 60 licensed HorseDream partners working with the concept of HorseDream. To establish an international platform,
Gerhard Krebs founded the EAHAE (European Association for
Horse Assisted Education) in 2004 together with eight European trainers. The EAHAE supports communication, further
development, and research. Studies show for example that the
heart rate, breathing rate and brain rate of man as well as of
the horse changes when they approach each other.
Conference participants are people from Europe, America and
Australia. More than 200 trainers and seminar providers
belong to this association. Half of them have taken part in
train-the-trainer-seminars at HorseDream. There are seminars
for companies and team trainings as well as open seminars
which can be joined by everybody (whether horseman or not,
individuals or whole departments of a company). At corporate
trainings Gerhard Krebs pays attention that nobody will be
compromised. Why does Gerhard Krebs organize such seminars for managers? The reason is that with the assistance of
a horse, each person, who would like to be in a position of
leadership, can see what kind of skills he/she has already
achieved.

Manor “Klein Nienhagen”
On a cloudy November afternoon we (editorial staff of
EQUUS) were very warmly welcomed by Gerhard and Karin
Krebs on Klein Nienhagen. We were very impressed by the
seminar horses and the concept of HorseDream. They were the
first to work with horses as trainers in Germany. Their vision
is that further education with horses will be an inherent part
in companies and institutions worldwide. However, they guess
that it will take about 10 to 20 years for this vision to become
true.
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This is Gueet, called Goody. Haerke
254 is one of his ancestors.

Intelligence, power, beauty and freedom. These are
characteristics associated with horses.

On the pasture the seminar horses behave like normal
horses again.

The exercise “chaos management” requires orientation for one`s aim,
courage and self assurance. Obstacles have to be overcome with two horses
to reach the goal.

To get more women into leading positions is one of messages in
the HorseDream concept.

Leading from behind. The participants keep the experience of the three basic
leading positions of management in mind.
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Observing the horses in the hall belongs to the concept of HorseDream. In the
beginning the question is: who is the boss? At the end of the seminar structures
of complex systems are to be analysed.

Gerhard Krebs leads through the programme, but the real
trainers are his horses, he says.

While we were sitting by the fireside and drinking coffee and
eating cake inside, we talked about the behaviour of the horses.
Karin Krebs told us interesting facts of HorseDream’s journey
from the Lake Constance to the Odenwald and then to the Baltic
Sea. She talked about the horses which accompanied them and
the people they got to know during that time.
After a few pleasant hours, we left manor Klein Nienhagen to
start back to our accommodation at Baltic resort Rerik, in contemplation, thinking of the horses. Had we not experienced
such situations ourselves yet? Situations after a breakout from
the paddock, in which we could only hold them back by leading
without halter or rope? Wasn`t our presence in terms of concentration and consciousness demanded a hundred percent then?

Info at www.horsedream.de

Final picture of the workshop participants at manor Klein Nienhagen.

Picture: Baerbel Schmidt.

Contact details:
G&K HorseDream GmbH
Private Akademie fuer Pferde,
Führung und Kommunikation
Ahornallee 11
D-18236 Kroepelin
(Gut Klein Nienhagen)
Phone +49 38292 820994
Fax +49 38292 820995
E-Mail: office@horsedream.de

Karin and Gerhard Krebs with one of the horses in the conference room.
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